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the owners know Ramón, they let
us use for a couple of nights a house
they are converting into a small
hotel. Thus settled, we were able to
get ready for our big through-trip
the next day.

Ramón had not been to the top
entrance in ten years, and we did
not know how long the traverse
would take. We figured six to eight
hours plus the hikes to and from the
entrances. We parked at the same
house, Don Tobias’s, as the day be-
fore and set out in rare sunshine on
the one-hour hike to the upper en-
trance. As we hiked, Ramón point-
ed out various other entrances, as
well as the house that Mike Boon
and Randy Spahl had used as a base
while exploring this area some
twenty years ago (see the same ar-
ticle in the Canadian Caver).

The upper entrance we used is
actually a fossil entrance in a small
headwall about 50 meters from the
active entrance, where the stream
flows underground, and some 100
meters away from where the same
stream emerges from the lower end
of Sima Estefan, another through-
trip cave, 1 kilometer long. Our first
obstacle was a climb right in the
entrance that looked a bit tricky, but
turned out to be quite easy once we
were on it. From the base of the
climb, in passage 3 meters wide by
4 meters high, a passage is seen go-
ing both uphill and downhill, with

a small inlet coming in across from
the base of the climb. The uphill
direction was not checked, while I
had a quick look into the active in-
let, scooping about 40 meters of
walking passage that has not been
mapped. But we were there for a
sport trip and headed on down into
the known cave.

About 40 meters in, the stream
comes in on the right from a walk-
ing-size passage that quickly gets
smaller. It is possible to follow the
water in from the wet entrance, but
that entails crawling in the flowing
water, so we had taken the easy
route. After another 40 meters in
ever-larger passage, one passes un-
der an 8-meter-diameter skylight
before coming to a junction where
a large passage comes in from the
left. This is the Tepantitlan section,
which I had helped explore in 2000
from its surface entrance down
three pitches to the top of a fourth.
This trip we strolled upstream in it
50 meters to see the 7-meter-high
waterfall that had stopped us then.

Continuing down the main route,
we soon came to the next obstacle,
a 7-meter cascade. We had brought
a rope just in case, but finding noth-
ing to rig to, we just used it to lower
our packs, and we down-climbed
on one side of the water. The climb
looked quite tricky, but handholds
appeared just as they were needed,
and nobody was washed into the

crashing water. Below the cascade
is a large breakdown chamber with
a couple of possible routes onward.
The right way is down through the
blocks, which pops one out into a
lower level that continues in solid
rock, leaving the breakdown be-
hind. Shortly, another junction is
reached, where the left side goes to
another climb and cascade, both of
which can be bypassed by going to
the right through some hands-and-
knees crawlways. As crawlways go,
these are not too bad, though most
of the floor is cobbles in conglom-
erate, which makes it uncomfort-
able on the knees. Before long, we
popped out high up in the wall of
the main drain. Now this was more
like it, 10 meters wide by 15 meters
high, with an exposed but easy
downclimb to get into it. Once
down, we walked back upstream to
check out the waterfall pouring into
a 25-meter-wide chamber, where
we decided that the crawlway by-
pass had been worthwhile.

The main drain continues on in
fine style, with a clear flowing
stream quietly sliding by gravel
banks or between large blocks in
passage 10 to 20 meters wide. Such
easy going never lasts, though, and
before long we were back up on top
of big blocks and could see another
waterfall on the right, which marks
the inlet from the La Casita En-
trance. One hundred meters farther,
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